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Hi Everyone, 
 
This volume is dedicated to our late mate James Moore who tragically died late last year. It’s 
been tough on us all, and I want to thank all those who have contributed to this volume, and to 
Susan for help editing. Particular thanks must go out to Lesley Moore for penning a piece in this 
tough time. 

There has been a lot said in the last six months that highlighted the huge positive 
influence James had on people. Here we want to celebrate James’ influence on the lab and 
FUPS and his outstanding contributions made in his time with us. 
 
Cheers Jimmy, 

 
Sam Arman, Editior 
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This Thylacoleo may be the first fossil that James ever held. 

‘THERE’S NOTHING 
LITTLE ABOUT HIM’  
 
I was asked to share how my brother James 
became part of palaeontology at Flinders 
University. It is a story that is hard for me to 
tell, and hard for me to cut down to a 
reasonable word length, so please bear with 
me. 

There are very few members of the 
Flinders University Palaeontology Society I 
can think of that would remember a time when 
James wasn’t involved in some way in the 
palaeo scene at Flinders. When I introduced 
him to palaeontology in 2007 there were no 
PhD students, perhaps one honours student 
(although I can’t be sure they existed – I never 
met them), and the Flinders University 
Palaeontology Society was between 
incarnations. The palaeontology “department” 
was a small, cluttered dungeon that was far too 
close to the aquaculture lab and its distinct 
stench, in my opinion. James was in year 11 
and back in Whyalla, and I had been in 
Adelaide for several years studying my 
undergraduate degree. 

I had recently completed the 2007 
Vertebrate Palaeontology topic (drawing from 
my current career in the medical field, this is 
what is commonly known as a “gateway 
drug”). Back in the glory days, when the entire 
two week Vertebrate Palaeontology topic was 
held in Naracoorte Caves National Park, the 
VP students would attend lectures at the visitor 
centre and stay at the accommodation 
overnight, completing assignment work and 
finding ways to amuse themselves while not 
studying. This arrangement saw university 
students, some of whom had only moved out of 
home the year before, left unsupervised in a 
national park with no internet or TV, and only 
very occasionally phone if you stood in the 
right spot on the right rock. The wisdom of this 
was something that was usually tested 
throughout the years of the course by a small 

group of wise-asses, but never stretched to 
breaking point. I happened to be in that small 
group of wise-asses in our particular year, so 
when we asked Liz Reed (the “palaeontologist 
in residence” at the park, and the VP course 
co-ordinator at the time) and Steve Bourne 
(the park manager at the time) if we could 
come back and get some more hands-on 
experience, they agreed but thought they’d 
never see us again. I didn’t get many 
opportunities to see James since moving from 
Whyalla to Adelaide, so I decided to see if I 
could bring him along. When I asked if I could 
bring my 16 year old brother, I got a dubious 
look but again, agreement.  

When I called James and asked him if 
he wanted to come, he was excited and said 
yes, but knowing my brother as I did, I already 
knew that he would jump at the opportunity – 
he had always been quietly curious about the 
natural world, and quite smart (sometimes a 
little too smart – as in smart ass to teachers). 
So Mum sent him to Adelaide on the Whyalla 
bus, and we drove to Naracoorte. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thylacoleo
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On arrival, I introduced him to Steve as 

my little brother, which caused Steve to look at 
his already 6 foot 1 frame and say “There’s 
nothing little about him.” That weekend it was 
mostly sorting through groad and picking out 
fragments that were identifiable to species, 
such as cranial material, which most 16 year 
olds wouldn’t have the patience or focus for, 
but James set to work and spent hours over the 
weekend sorting through trays of sifted 
material. We were allowed time off from slave 
labour to go caving with Steve, although there 
was some apprehension about whether James 
would fit in the overalls, or in some of the 
caving tight spots. After that weekend with 
James proving himself, there were a number of 
other weekends over the next couple of years, 
such as the Komatsu Cave rescue mission 
(where James spent hours carefully working on 
a crumbly Diprotodon humerus), and Victoria 
Fossil Cave restoration. These usually involved 
a small amount of drinking, late night 
wandering to the visitor centre to say hello to 
Dippy, cards (usually Kings and Assholes), and 
BBQ from Cave Valley Meats. I feel it is fair 
to warn you that there is one saucepan in the 
old cottage kitchen at the Cave Park cabins has 
been christened by James after being given too 
much Korean fire water by Steve. 

When I started my honours with Gavin 
Prideaux as my supervisor, I was asked if I 
wanted to go to Margaret River for a field trip, 
and again I asked James if he would like to 
come. Gavin seemed a bit more apprehensive 
than Liz and Steve, but again James proved 
himself to be an asset to the dig. When there 
wasn’t room in the pit, James would quietly 
work away at bagging up sediment without 
complaint that he wasn’t involved in the glory 
job of digging. He pulled his weight around 
camp, and didn’t get in the way. When a 
stench slowly building in the room at our 
accommodation alerted us to the fact that 
something had died, I asked Gav to have a 
look in the manhole. With a shower of 
maggots onto James’s bunk the Phascogale 
was liberated, then packaged in a Styrofoam 
container for transport back over the 
Nullarbor. This started James’s habit of 
picking up dead things and transporting them 
back to the lab for preparation (resulting in a 
poorly placed kangaroo carcass causing 
biological warfare-grade stench to invade the 
aquaculture lab, but that’s another story). 
Although by that stage he already liked the 
idea of palaeontology as a career, I think the 
Margaret River trip, which was his first proper 
research dig, was also when he decided it was 
an idea he was going to put into action.  

Indiscretions of youth; Coronas and reptiles 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diprotodon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phascogale
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So he finished year 12, enrolled in a 
Bachelor of Science with a major in Biological 
Sciences, and just continued from there. 
Through his undergrad, he kept his ties with 
the palaeontology lab, and was always putting 
his hand up for digs, and while I was the one 
who introduced him to palaeontology, it was 
firmly his territory after a few years in 
Adelaide. I had restarted the Flinders 
University Palaeontology Society while I was 
studying my honours, but he and Sam Arman 
worked hard at building it over the years to 
what it is today. I would vicariously live in the 
palaeontology world when he would tell me 
about his latest field trip while I studied 
medicine and was envious of his experiences in 
the field. He didn’t just love the excitement of 
the dig, but he thought deeply about what the 
finds meant for the big picture. He was always  
 

so excited at new finds, no matter how small, 
and even if there was nothing found on a field 
trip, there was nothing he liked more than 
being out in the field. Maybe because he just 
liked eating camp food and not showering for 
days, but I think also because of the possibility 
of finding something new, and the possibility 
that something significant was just waiting to 
be found somewhere, maybe just a couple of 
hundred metres from his swag.  

I miss James. I think palaeontology 
will miss James, because of his passion for 
palaeontology, his thirst for knowledge about 
it, and his excitement at the thought of the next 
big find being in the next test pit, or in the next 
cave, or at the next site. He is not here to 
continue it now – that is up to you. 
 
Lesley Moore 
 

  James and Lesley in Tight Entrance Cave in 2008 
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JAMES MOORE 
An Incomplete Resume 
 
Tracing James’ legacy in the Flinders palaeo 
society traces much of the history of FUPS and 
the Flinders palaeo lab itself in recent years. As 
you’ve heard, Lesley Moore, James’ older 
sister, completed the Vertebrate Palaeontology 
topic at Naracoorte in 2007. Firmly hooked on 
palaeo, she and a few of her cohort put together 
the latest instalment of FUPS1, essentially to 
provide labour for ongoing excavations at 
Henchke’s Cave and elsewhere. Meanwhile, 
back in Whyalla, her ‘little’ brother was 
lumbering his way through Stuart High School, 
reading extensively on palaeontology and 
Australian Natural History in general. Indeed 
he was probably better versed in these topics 
than most of his peers, his sister or most of the 
world. 

 Early in 2008 Gavin Prideaux was 
putting together his team for another assault on 
the Pleistocene sediments and quokkas of 
Tight Entrance Cave. Now gearing up for an 
Honours project, Lesley joined the crew and 
asked if James could too. Gav agreed and the 
troopie made a diversion past Whyalla on the 
way west. This began James’ extensive record 
of fieldwork. Before finishing his 
undergraduate degree he had visited more sites 
than many do in a career. At some stage in the 
back of a troopie we started putting together a 
palaeo version of Johnny Cash’s I’ve Been 
Everywhere Man; ‘I’ve dug in Komatsu Cave, 
Vic Fossil Cave, TEC and LBC, Grant Hall, 
I’ve dug them all, I’ve dug everywhere. . . ’ 
 Lesley completed her Honours in 2008 
and moved on to medicine and the Palaeo 
Society found itself short of committee 
members. By this time James had nearly 
finished high school. Still a timid teenager and 

James with Jade Prideaux at Alcoota. 

Investigating probable Thylacoleo scratch marks.              
Tight Entrance Cave 2010 

1 The Flinders University Palaeontology Society was established in 1988, running until 1990.  
It was reincarnated from 1997 to 1998, when the first BEER’N’BONES appeared. 
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reluctant leader, James worked his way into the 
society, with a helpful ‘yeah I reckon’ and a 
friendly smirk where required, before 
becoming secretary in 2009.  

Smashing through his undergrad, James 
continued to become a much more rounded 
student, becoming familiar with modern 
landscapes and fauna, and field techniques as 
well as being a bit of a bibliophile. At one stage 
we were discussing at what stage you can call 
yourself ‘a palaeo’. He said that he didn’t really 
see himself as one, and aimed to be more of a 
naturalist. A big call, but an 
accurate one.  

In 2012, James 
began an honours project 
under the supervision of 
Gav and Liz. He was 
interested in taphonomy, 
the study of everything that 
happens between an animal 
dying and its showing up in 
a palaeo lab. His focus was 
on bone chewing by quolls, 
looking at modern quolls to 
see what role they played 
in bone accumulation and 
modification. Besieged by 
problems in accessing 
samples and delays in 
getting ethics approval, the 
project was abandoned. 
 Finding employment in the research 
services office at Flinders, James kept up his 
work in the palaeo society, taking the reins as 
president from 2013 until his passing. He 
helped organise digs to Alcoota and Burra, and 
wrote the most detailed beer reviews you ever 
will read for ‘BEER’N’BONES’.  

Along the way, Gav mentioned a 
legacy of the FUPS second dynasty was a 
‘Diggers Shield’, a cricket game between the 
Archaeo and Palaeo societies. A cricket tragic 

from youth, James was immediately sold on 
the idea, and after some trash talk across the 
palaeo and archaeo tables at an O-week, he 
found a receptive ear to get the annual game 
reinstated. Never a gifted athlete, James, now 
training with the Coromandel Cricket Club, 
put his all into the event. With a solid batting 
display and some unplayable length bowling, 
James took out the best on ground in the first 
Diggers Shield of the modern era in 2014. This 
trophy now bears his name. 

 

 
 
In 2014 the Flinders Palaeo lab won a 

grant to begin assembling a comprehensive 
database of fossil vertebrate localities and their 
fauna. With the experience gained in the 
Research Services Office James was the ideal 
candidate for the job and began the epic task 
of compiling and fact-checking data for 
inclusion. That year also saw James land a 
once in a lifetime gig as field palaeo for a 
camel trek across the Simpson Desert. 
  

I think the less said about the context here the better. 
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James with a friend. This photo was taken meters from the Ediacaran ‘Golden Spike’. 

James with Rod Wells, Lake Palankarinna, 2013 
The Infamous MC Moore vs DJ Flint Rap battle 

James was a skilled, dedicated worker 
who had so much to offer our field. But more 
than that, it was his attitude that will be 
remembered. His approach to fieldwork, and 
much in life was straightforward: if he liked the 
idea he was 100% behind it. He wasn’t afraid 

 to voice his opinion, but always did so with 
measured respect to others. He was honest, 
open, and caring and will be sorely missed by 
all who knew him. 
 
Sam Arman 
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JAMES MOORE MEMORIAL FUND IN 
PALAEONTOLOGY 
 
James became hooked on fossils as a year-11 
student after he grasped an opportunity to come 
along on a weekend field trip to the Naracoorte 
Caves in 2007 with his older sister Lesley, who 
was studying biology at Flinders. Until that 
time nothing had really grabbed James as a 
potential career path, but in early 2008 he 
joined the Flinders Palaeontology team for a 
trip across the Nullarbor, where we spent two 
weeks collecting megafauna fossils from caves 
in the Margaret River area. During the trip he 
started asking questions about subjects that he 
would be studying in year 12, which would 
provide him with the best platform for coming 
to Flinders to study 
palaeontology. And 
the rest is history. 
 
James was always 
the first to put his 
hand up to come on 
expeditions. He 
loved the 
camaraderie 
involved with 
fieldwork and the 
opportunities to visit 
remote areas, camp 
under the stars and 
discover cool fossils. This was in many ways 
an extension of his great love for the outdoors, 
which he developed while growing up in 
Whyalla, and going on camping and fishing 
trips with his dad and mates. James was also 
passionate about helping more school students 
learn about Australian fossils, and encouraging 
them to interact with scientists and become 
involved in research. 
 
To honour James and his passion and 
dedication, Flinders Palaeontology and the 
Moore family have set up a memorial fund. 

The primary purpose of the fund is to support 
the James Moore Memorial Prize in 
Palaeontology aimed at high-school students 
(years 10–12) based in rural South Australia. 
 
The prize consists of: 
1. An opportunity to participate in a one-
week field trip with Flinders palaeontologists, 
followed by a week of work experience (not 
necessarily successively) in the Flinders 
Palaeontology Laboratory; 
2. $500 cash to cover expenses associated 
with travel to and from Adelaide, as well as 
living expenses in Adelaide. 
 
The prize will be awarded on an annual basis 
to the student who submits the strongest 

application, as 
judged by the prize 
committee. 
Applicants need to 
state, in 350 words 
or less, why they 
think palaeontology 
is interesting and 
important, and why 
they would like to 
participate in a 
scientific expedition 
with 
palaeontologists. 
 

Thanks to donations from many kind people 
we are more than two-thirds of the way to our 
end-2015 target of $30,000, which will be 
enough to make the prize perpetual. Anyone 
wishing to make a tax-deductible donation to 
the James Moore Memorial Fund in 
Palaeontology should visit 
https://secure3.everydayhero.com.au/event/ann
ualappeal/donate and select James Moore 
Memorial Fund in Palaeontology from the 
dropdown menu at Question 3. 
 
Gavin Prideaux 

https://secure3.everydayhero.com.au/event/annualappeal/donate
https://secure3.everydayhero.com.au/event/annualappeal/donate
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JAMES MOORE MEMORIAL  
Fundraiser Quiz Night 2015 
 
A sell out show crammed 80 people into the 
crowded Belair Hotel function room on 
Friday the 8th of May for the Palaeo 
Society’s biggest event of the year. Friends, 
family, co-workers and student societies that 
James was involved with sold out the event, 
to raise a whopping $3407.65 for the 
scholarship. Tickets, games, an auction and 
some hilariously issued fines, were all 
responsible for the exorbitant amount raised 
by the end of the evening.  

Thanks to the relentless enthusiasm 
of our MC, Professor Flint, the energy in the 
room remained high and his un-biased 
policing of disruptive behaviour kept the 
night running smoothly. Notable fines were 
handed out early in the evening to Gavin 
Prideaux (who asked too many questions) 
and Jake Van Zoelen (for tardiness). Raffles 
for hampers and vouchers sold well, one 
lucky bugger winning two, to eat like a king 
for the week. We proved, like good South 
Australians, to prefer a good red over a  
sparkling white wine, with lines forming to 
throw coins at certain bottles to win a take-
away or two. A bonus round of naming 
Australian 90’s kids TV show characters 
proved difficult for some tables, only one 
knowing who Wayne Wilson is. Instant shame 
upon the tables who could remember Justin 
Beiber’s middle name in the pop-culture round 
(they lost a point for that). 

Professor Flint’s palaeo round did not 
disappoint. His mad Mac skills recreating 
megafaunal sounds from mystery extant animal 
recordings left the audience perplexed. The 
hilarious excerpts of vintage and spoof 
dinosaur movies providing more than a few 
laughs for the crowd, and points for the people 
paying attention. The team scores were tight, 
the last round proving to be the decider for the 
top team. 

The ‘silent’ auction was transformed to 
a loud one at the end of the evening, to raise as 
much as possible. With a few items going for 
over $100 the event was not for the faint 
hearted! The most competitive item on the list 
was a jar of James’ proudly home-grown and 
home-made plum jam going to Aaron Camens 
for a mere $160. I still have a full jar at home 
(swapped for my inferior home-made apricot 
jam before Christmas), if anyone would like to 
match that donation! 

By the end of the evening, everyone 
retired having had fun, raised a little dosh for a 
good cause and met new people. All in all, the 
night was a success, which couldn’t have 
happened without the generosity of everyone 
involved, the attendees, hosts and awesome 
sponsors listed below. 
 

 The Things 
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Gus Prideaux. Probably before batting. 

THANKS, 
Amy Macken – Naracoorte World Heritage 
Office, The Belair Hotel, Carey Burke & 
Miyess Mitri – Flinders Palaeo Lab, Dr Gilbert 
Price – Dig it Up with Dr G, Country Meat 
Blackwood, Waggon Wheels Fruit Market 
Blackwood, Andrew Isles Books, Paul Willis – 
RiAus, Flinders Archaeology Society, Flinders 
Uni Pharmacy, STA Travel Flinders 
University, Myrtle & Mae, Tess Cole, Flinders 
Univeristy Post Office, Nikki Johnson & Gayle 
Morris – Flinders University Research Services 
Office, Bruce and Margaret Camens, Kailah 
Thorn – Bone Box, Michael Mills – Professor 
Flint and most importantly, the Moore family. 
 
Kailah Thorn 

 
DIGGERS SHIELD 2015 

 
The Flinders Archaeo and Palaeo 

Societies met at the end of summer earlier this 
year for the increasingly annual Diggers Shield 
cricket match. The games are 40 overs per side 
and this was the second of the modern era and 
the fourth overall. FUPS have won all four – 
last year by heaps. This year it was sunny, with 
a bit of nip in the shade. Spectators wore 
flannies and there was a BBQ. 

Both teams had several new players. 
The Archaeos, led by Brad Wilkinson, had a lot 
of young players and more chicks. FUPS 
controversially played only one lanky long-arm 
right-hand leg spin sledge specialist and were 

captained by Gav Prideaux, who won the toss 
and batted. 

Like last year, Handley and Arman 
opened the batting and like last year did pretty 
good. Both got off the mark with boundaries 
and looked all right against the accurate 
medium pace of Jackson and Wilkinson. The 
openers saw off the new ball and Warren 
looked composed and patient against the new 
bowler, Ralph, until he delivered his first ball 
and had him caught and bowled. One for 23. 
Arman and Gully played steadily until they ran 
on a bloody misfield. A little tacker for the 
Archaeos recovered and threw accurately to 
end Arman’s innings. The debutant, King, 
scored a handy 13 before being bowled by 
Ralph, who also got Lesley for seven, which 
left the game well balanced. The top order had 
all contributed for the Palaeos who were 
fortunate to find themselves four for a hundred 
and four for a time.  

Aidan ‘Aids’ Couzens was the next 
man in, facing Ralph who had his tail up with 
figures of three for not much. Gully with Aids 
swept right through the Archaeos and turned 
the innings FUPS way. Aidan got off the mark 
with a boundary and played confident cross 
bat shots to all parts. In all, he hit seven 
boundaries and two sixes - the only ones for 
the innings. This allowed Gull to drop anchor 
and play the supporting role, which he did 
well. Aids later fessed up to being dropped 

Final Scores: 
1) Vortex of Quokka Power  72  
2) Research Radio   68 
3) Light City Sabers   67 
4) Beavers & Naked Mole Rats  62 
5) Bullamakanka Bone Bustas  61 
6) Clever Girls    56 
7) Crack's Team    51 
8) Macaroni Models   37 
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Textbook from Lesley. 

Moore Medallist Aidan Couzens 

twice and umpire Prideaux Senior would 
have fired Gully caught behind had 
anyone bothered to appeal but both 
batted on and were eventually retired 
having swung the momentum the FUPS 
way. 

The unlucky next bat, padded up 
and waiting, was young Gus Prideaux 
and as is so often the case after a notable 
partnership the next man in was out 
cheaply – bowled by Mossman for one. 
This was Mossman’s only wicket for the 

day but several of the FUPS top order 
rated him the best of the Archaeo 
bowlers. His plucky medium pace restricted all 
batsmen and after seven overs he had one for 
17. Aaron and Gav tonked him a bit toward the 
end of his spell but he took a good catch in 
what was an impressive debut.  

Next to bat was Aaron who played a 
great lower order innings. I’m pretty sure he 
was dropped early on but he racked up singles 
till the last overs, where he opened up and 
finished with 27 not out. John Long looked 
nervous on the sideline but strolled out and hit 
his first ball for four and made 12 all up. Gav 
played well for 18 and even young Jake Spike 
knocked it around to finish with six, both of 
those players not out.  Retirements mean that 
Aids could resume his innings and smack that 

second six to bring up fifty.  
In all, FUPS should be satisfied with 

the innings. All players played a role and they 
batted right down the card to finish with 217– 
Aids, Aaron, Gav and Jake in red ink. Even 
the score book survived two overs of Gully’s 
best efforts. The Archaeos did all right in the 
field too – two run outs and holding some 
catches. Jackson, Wilkinson and Ralph fought 
nobly and Mossman looks a real find. 

Blythe and Wilkinson opened the 
Archaeo batting innings superbly. They played 
the new ball to all parts and were scoring at 
seven an over off Gav and Aaron. Both batters 
retired with the score about none for 50. 
Handley then came into the attack and 
officially opened duck season. He trapped 
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Mossman leg-before for naught and from there 
the score card reads like some sort of tele-
shopping phone number and if it wasn’t for 
Drew and Jordan it could have been written in 
binary. Jake and John took two wickets, Gus 
bowled Drew and Sam got three to bring the 
openers back in.  

It was an impossible task but Blythe 
and Wilkinson looked determined to make the 
FUPS earn it, as spectators were pushed around 
the boundary by the approaching shade and 
thought about beanies. Gav threw the ball to 
Lesley Moore, the ninth bowler used and sister 
to the late, top bloke, James Moore. James is 
largely credited with getting The Shield up and 
running again, was man of the match last year 
and is greatly missed by a sizable chunk of the 
South Australian population. Blythe took to 
Lesley’s right arm variations and belted her for 
six as her first over went for 12. Her second 

over, however found the opposition captain 
Wilkinson on strike, and produced a bit of a 
Hollywood moment as she bowled the well-
established batsman first ball for 21, to close 
the innings and give the game to the FUPS. 
The re-named Moore medal for man of the 
match went to Aidan, with the presentation 
being made by Carrol and Rod Moore, James’ 
parents. 

Even though this year was another 
comfortable victory for the FUPS, the 
Archaeos threaten to be competitive. They 
improved considerably in all parts of the game 
and as one nerd pointed out if this continues at 
the current rate they’ll post about 360 next 
year, run out 16 FUPS batsmen and hit infinite 
sixes. The FUPS may be interested to know 
that the Archaeos bowled 22 wides in 40 overs 
to their 16 from 20. Archaeos also, however, 
bowled a shit tonne of no balls, mostly for 
double bounces. 

Probably the most pleasing part of the 
day was the spirit of the game and the 
enthusiasm for the future. $500 was raised for 
the Moore scholarship and there’s talk of the 
societies meeting for other functions 
throughout the year.  The way Port and the 
Crows are playing, cricket season should start 
in South Australia pretty soon (it was early 
May in Essendon) and keen players from both 
teams plan to train together after winter. 
Palaeo captain Gav Prideaux said after the 
game that this attitude and the improved 
standard was very pleasing. “Really it’s back-
yard sort of stuff but it’s definitely on the up” 
he said before clarifying, and most agree, that 
the absolute no-contest highlight of the day 
came midway through the Archaeo innings 
when young Ben King was fielding in close at 
square-leg. He copped a full-blown cross bat 
slap right in the jats.  
 
Barman 
 
Pictures courtesy Andrew Wilkinson 

Drew from the Archaeos rolls the arm over.. 
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Harry the cameleer, the caravan and James 

Geological Formations of the Simpson Desert FOSSILS AND FRUITCAKE  
IN THE SIMPSON 
 
From the 13th-26th June 2014 James Moore 
and I were privileged enough to accompany 
Australian Desert Expeditions on a 150km 
camel trek through the southern Simpson 
Desert and along part of the Kallakoopah 
Creek. This trip represented the first 
opportunity for any palaeontologist to prospect 
this part of the Simpson Desert. Archaeologist 
Steve Webb had previously made collections 
of fossils from several sites along the 
Kallakoopah Creek but little is known of their 
geological provenance.  

The Kallakoopah Creek reveals the 
northernmost extent of known quaternary fossil 
mammal sites in South Australia (those found 
by Steve Webb) and it was hoped that 
prospecting the sediments exposed in the banks 
of this river would reveal additional fossil 
deposits from the Katipiri Sand equivalent and 
maybe even the older sediments of the Pliocene 
Tirari formation. The main focus for this trip 
was thus to walk as much of the modern 
Kallakoopah channel as possible, in order to 
determine the northern extent of fossil bearing 
strata in the region. 

Despite initial assumptions that fossil 
exposures would only be found in the creek, 
we quickly learned that the deflation pans 
between dunes were often prospective. The 
first site we found consisted of a deflation 
surface, where the sand from the older dune 
core had been eroded away, leaving behind 
heavier elements such as rocks, stone tools and 
fossils. We found a range of shells, fish bones, 
turtle shell, emu eggshell and some fragments 
of crocodile and mammal bones. This is fairly 
typical of these kinds of deposits in the region 
and clearly represents a time period when 
there was significantly more water around than 
there is today. 

Once we had realised that there was 
also good potential for fossil preservation in 
these deflation pans, fossils started turning up 
all over the place as we walked through the 
dunes. Aboriginal grinding stones, tools, stone 
flakes and spear points were also common, the 
positioning of flakes right next to fossils from 
extinct megafauna being a good lesson in 
knowing how to interpret the deposit—at first 
glance it might look like the fossils and flakes 
were the same age. 

Formation Member Age Description 
Katipiri - ~100 ka River sands 
Tirari Pompapillinna ~2 ma River sands 
Tirari Main Body ~4 ma Lake Clays 

Stone flakes in association with bone fragments 
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Another feature of the deposits seen in 
the swales was the preponderance of 
rhizomorphs (fossil root casts). These often had 
an appearance similar to the fossilised bone and 
were often a good marker for where bone 
might be present. Limonite (a dark red, iron-
rich rock) nodules were also a good indicator 
of where bone might be present and in this 
respect the deposits were similar to those of the 
Katipiri Formation deposits seen further south 
on the Warburton River. 

It was near these 
fossil roots and limonite 
nodules that the first 
megafaunal fossil was found 
for the trip—a tiny scrap of a 
Diprotodon tooth. This told 
us that the fossils we were 
looking at were at least 
50,000 years old, and 
probably much older.  

As we continued to 
walk through the dunes the 
fossils started piling up. Next 
was a fossilised yabbie button 
(used to store calcium when 
the yabbie is moulting) and 

soon everyone was finding 
fossils.  

An afternoon tradition of ‘fossils and 
fruitcake’ soon developed, where we’d share 
our finds for the day over tea and fruitcake 
around the campfire. The abundance of fossils 
as we walked through the area was extremely 
encouraging and probably represents the 
northernmost occurrences of megafaunal 
deposits ever found in South Australia.  

 
 

[cartoon kissing noise] 

A fragmented Diprotodon molar (left) and fossilised Diprotodon coprolites (right). 
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James taking on the ambitious task of measuring the Simpson Desert 

On day 4 we walked across the 
first of several small salt lakes. On the 
eastern edge a reasonably large sediment 
profile was visible, demonstrating that 
the fossils were eroding out from the 
white sands just below the hardened 
dune core. We started to find larger 
pieces of Diprotodon limb bones and 
teeth (rather than the tiny fragments 
found previously) and also began to 
expand the fauna with some kangaroo 
bones and a Brush-Tailed Possum jaw 
being found. James also found the 
corner of a molar from an extinct 
sthenurine kangaroo.  

This trip also allowed me to 
collect extra measurements of the 
trackways of various animals for 
comparison with my fossil footprint work. 
There is currently very little in the published 
literature describing the tracks of modern 
Australian animals, let alone describing recent 
fossil trackways. As such any additional 
measurements that we can take from modern 
trackways are going to be useful in determining 
the identities of fossil track makers, as well as 
telling us more about how extant animals 
move. James and I collected measurements 
relating to a bunch of different emu trackways 
during the trek, as well as tracks from 
kangaroos, bustards, dragons, goannas and 
unidentified small mammals.  

We then walked out onto the largest 
salt lake visited during the trip, Lake 
Thoopoocoonallie, and quickly established the 
presence of fossil deposits along the western 
shore. Among the now familiar crocodile, fish 
and turtle bones, we also found more fragments 
of Diprotodon and some spectacular pieces of 
fossilised wood encrusted in gypsum crystals. 
Like the deposits seen in the swales, these 
fossils were often associated with carbonate 
cobbles, rhizomorphs and limonite nodules. 
They also seemed to appear periodically along 
the N-S trending part of the shoreline.  

One of the highlights from the deposits 
along Lake Thoopoocoonallie was the distal 
end of a large kangaroo femur. It turned out to 
belong to a large extinct, sthenurine kangaroo 
Procoptodon goliah, the biggest species of roo 
ever to have lived. Diprotodon coprolites were 
also common in these deposits. 

Fossil deposits were also seen on the 
western shore of another salt lake further 
south, near the Kallakoopah. These deposits 
seemed to be more similar to those seen near 
the start of the trip, eroding out of the base of 
the sand dunes rather than out of fluvial 
sediments. This was the richest site seen on the 
trip, with abundant Diprotodon, emu eggshell, 
kangaroo bones, the jaw of a bettong, pieces of 
a large bird—possibly Genyornis, fish, turtle 
and even rodents. As a reminder to always be 
careful about the context in which we find 
fossils, we also found a strange tooth in the 
deposit that didn’t look like any element of the 
Australian fauna we were familiar with. It was 
mineralised in the same way that a lot of other 
teeth in the deposit were but turned out to be a 
cow tooth. This demonstrates that we were 
looking at a time-averaged deposit that 

http://www.ucpress.edu/book.php?isbn=9780520098459
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genyornis
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accumulated over a period of probably at least 
50,000 years. It also shows us that we don’t 
know which of the fossils in the deposit were 
contemporaneous, and that we need to be 
careful about chasing the fossils back to the 
layer/s that they are eroding out from. 

Emerging out of the dunes and onto the 
Kallakoopah floodplain we were in for a 
surprise. Contrary to our expectations, the 
majority of the sediments exposed along that 
stretch of the modern river channel seemed 
quite young, most of the bones in the sediment 
belonging to camels, dingoes, cows and 
rabbits. 

In the bed of the modern creek mass 
fish death assemblages also provide reminders 
of how drought affects this area of the world. 
Recent bones found included the Water Rat 
and the Crescent Nail-Tail Wallaby (recently 
extinct) as well as yabbies and mussel shells. 

I’d like to say a big thanks first of all to 
Andrew Harper for getting this trip funded and 
happening. Without the tireless efforts of 
people like Andrew, vast areas of inland 
Australia would be completely closed to 
scientific investigation. I wholeheartedly 
support the work the Australian Desert 

Expeditions are carrying out in this part of 
the world and feel very privileged to have 
been able to come out on this trek. I 
cannot overstate how important the 
contributions of all the ‘cobs’ (paying 
customers) are to the success of these 
ventures too. Without their support this 
research couldn’t be undertaken. Last but 
not least I have to thank James for coming 
along on this trip, digging holes and 
rolling my swag for me while I carried my 
arm around in a sling (thanks to a broken 
collarbone from roller derby shenanigans). 
It was a fantastic experience and I look 
forward to the chance to get out to this 
part of the world again.  

It was also great to see James so in 
his element out in the bush, he took to every 
aspect of this trek with great enthusiasm and 
excelled at every part. He particularly enjoyed 
the chance to be involved with the trials and 
tribulations of exploring the desert next to a 
string of camels and I know it was an 
experience that he rated amongst the best 
things he had ever done. 
 
Aaron Camens 
 

 

That pile of rubble is apparently a fossil 
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BEER REVIEW 
 
Originally published in BEER’N’BONES 8.1, 
March 2013 
 
Beer: Prescription 12 
Brewery: Doctor's Orders Brewing 
Style: Belgian Black IPA 
ABV: 7.6% 
Reviewer's Rating: **** 
 

Doc's penchant for mixing and flipping 
styles might seem like a recipe for anarchy 
(with all this wanton rule breaking). This 
recipe, which sees a blend of Pilsner, Wheat, 
Munich and Roasted Barley malts mix with 
Columbus, Galaxy, Target and Sauvin hops, is 
fermented out with a high gravity Belgian yeast 
strain, to produce a bitter anarchist with a 
twisted dark streak (and a Belgian accent).  

Armed with all this information (thanks 
to the friendly bar staff), the prospect of 
sampling a pint was an exciting one. Indeed, all 
the malty, toasty flavours you expect in a dark 
beer are topped off with plenty of floral, fruity 
flavours (and bitterness) you expect in an IPA, 
making for a very delicious pint. Although, it is 
perhaps a little hard to for me to see when or 
where the Belgian joins the party...  

 

 

 
My conclusion at the bottom of the 

pint is that, perhaps it's not worth over-
thinking it. Perhaps it can't be defined as to 
what flavour is coming from where. Perhaps 
I'll just nod and smile politely as I'm told what 
the colour is according to the Standard 
Reference Method (~40), while patiently 
waiting as they pour another one. 

 
James Moore 
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